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Abstract
Identifying and logging key skills within a taught Masters programme adds value both to the student experience and to employability skills. This paper details a successful team project undertaken during a European visit that enabled students to develop skills literacy. The field visit was an ideal venue as students had more time for a reflective response and staff could exclusively monitor the project and its delivery. Students not attending the visit were asked to complete a similar team project during the same period. The professional key skills log developed for the project enabled students to record key skills appropriate to the fields of art and heritage management, interpretation and design. As a consequence students were more aware of their personal strengths and reflective of their key skills for career choices. 
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Context
This paper reviews a recent cross-modular key skills project undertaken simultaneously in both Madrid and Manchester by postgraduate Masters students from the Centre for Heritage Studies, University of Salford, UK. The aim of this paper is to describe, discuss and evaluate the outcomes of the project which was specifically dedicated to the development and recognition of key skills. Although key skills are embedded within all modules undertaken at postgraduate level in the Centre for Heritage Studies, they have not previously been recorded by students as employability skills. It therefore seemed appropriate, for a whole host of reasons, including adding value for students on our programmes and in their personal development planning that we offered an opportunity to focus on individual key skills development. 

The taught Masters programmes in Heritage Studies and Arts and Museum Management (and our new for 2003 Museum and Heritage Exhibition Design programme) are all vocational in emphasis and design. They were informed and shaped into programme content after extensive consultation with practising professionals and cultural heritage organisations. The development team identified the need for training in transferable key skills both as a response to and in keeping pace with, the continuous learning and professional needs of the cultural heritage sector. This was based on the premise that the management of the sector has changed and that to react successfully requires new skills and knowledge (ICOM, 2000). The earlier Holland Review of Management Training in Museums (Holland, 1997) had also made specific recommendations for skills training across the sector. 

Key skills are nationally specified and variously described as ‘commonly needed for success in a range of activities in education and training, work and life in general’ (QCA 2003). They are the product of many years of consultation by three regulatory bodies (CCEA. ACCAC and QCA 2002) and from research findings of other complimentary initiatives. (e.g. CHNTO 2001, Dillon 2003)  Key skills enable people to cope with problems in the work situation helping them to adapt to new situations and ever changing demands, and to increase flexibility, adaptability and personal independence. (EDU, Salford, 2003)  It is emphasised that they are not basic skills but a preparation for continually changing work environments at all levels and should include numeracy, IT, communication, managing own learning, working with others, and problem solving (EDU, 2003).

The career destinations of our students include a wide range of roles within the arts and cultural heritage sectors. They include management of visitors and collections,  documentation, marketing museums and galleries, curatorship, educational and other sector-related administrative roles. The Cultural Heritage National Training Organisation (CHNTO 2001) details an extensive range of key skills needed in the sector which includes communication, IT, administration, interpretation, exhibitions (researching, planning designing, building and evaluating), fundraising, professional development, partnership skills, project management, marketing, visitor management, time management and evaluation. Thus new recruits are expected to be multi-skilled.

Project Rationale
CHNTO (2001) identified a fundamental lack of what they called ‘skills literacy’ at all levels in the sector, which they defined as a low basic awareness of how to maximise the potential of skills already possessed. We too had recognised that students lacked confidence in articulating their range of skills. We needed both a project and a vehicle that would record appropriate evidence to demonstrate the range of key skills attained in our Masters programmes that would be appropriate to career aspirations. The project needed to be both participative and yet individual, but importantly should not be seen as yet another piece of assessed work. By taking the project out of the assessed programme it enabled students to experiment and take risks without penalty or cost. Students would be able to engage with the task in hand and the need for rapid decision-making in a team situation.

Our response as a planning team was to develop a cross-modular project that would be delivered outside of the assessed programme. It seemed highly appropriate to deliver this project during a field visit when students would have more time for a reflective response and staff could exclusively monitor the project and its delivery. 

We approached the EDU Key Skills Unit at the University and made a successful bid for funding the development and delivery of the project. 

Project Aims and Objectives
Key staff from the programmes (Dr Pat Sterry, Centre for Heritage Studies Programmes Director and Debra Leighton, Programmes Leader) developed the project in consultation with the Key Skills Unit at the University of Salford with the following aims and objectives in mind:

·	To facilitate cross-programmes and cross-modular collaboration through a team project based on the full range of identified key skills (i.e. numeracy, IT, communication, managing own learning, working with others, problem solving).
·	To develop and record key skills appropriate to the fields of art and heritage management, interpretation and design (eg communication, working with others, managing own learning, problem solving, IT, numeracy, time management and evaluation).

·	To consolidate knowledge and skills from semester one modules through application to a specific learning scenario for key skills development in semester two.

In the development of the project we took CHNTO and Museum Association guidelines into account alongside our own knowledge and experience of the sector. We recognised that students must also take ownership of their own key skills development and that our project must be both stimulating and appropriate.

Intended Learning Outcomes
Although this was an ambitious project, modules in semester one had prepared at least half of the students with interpretation / presentation / design skills and the appropriate knowledge for developing an interpretive plan (only the Heritage Studies students had undertaken the interpretation module). All students had by that stage developed a whole range of skills in terms of research, IT, project management, visitor studies, management, communication/presentation and time management skills. At the completion of their professional key skills log they would have designated and identified a range of key skills and also personal strengths, learning and development and possible career destinations.

Therefore at the completion of the project it was anticipated that students would be able to:

·	Use information technology to research, plan, conduct and present an appropriate interpretive plan;
·	Practice and apply problem solving skills in both an individual and collaborative context;
·	Demonstrate the ability to contribute effectively to group activities;
·	Analyse current interpretive practice within a given analytical framework;
·	Propose strategies and actions for potential improvement in professional practice within the area of arts and heritage management, interpretation and design;
·	Reflect on personal and team performance in the planning, design, and evaluation of the proposed plan and its presentation;
·	Document key skills in an appropriate log with a balanced and unprejudiced view;
·	Question and evaluate this unique project in terms of their own skills development;
·	Reflect on personal performance in the development of a range of key skills appropriate to career choices.

Project Requirements
Our European visit to Madrid in March 2003 appeared to present the ideal opportunity for completion of the project. Those students unable to visit Madrid completed the same project in Manchester. The project brief asked students to provide an outline interpretive plan for a specific medieval square in Madrid, the Plaza Mayor or alternatively for home students, the medieval area around the cathedral in central Manchester. Neither of these sites had any meaningful interpretive provision yet both are important tourist destinations. Research activity and the development of an appropriate plan was to take no more than a day. The development of the key skills log was a longer process with time for reflection.

Interpretation is a process of communicating the meaning of a resource (in this case a medieval site) to your visitors. Its about ‘telling stories to the broadest audience possible….awakening them to the spirit of discovery’ (Bloomer, 2003). Freeman Tilden, designated a set of principles of interpretation in the 1950’s which are considered to be just as appropriate today (Tilden 1957). He says that ‘interpretation is an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings through the use of original objects … and is an art.’  Interpretive planning uses activities and themes that provoke learning, insight, discovery, revelation and understanding. These activities may well include a range of media, tools and methods. 

The research brief was given one week before travel to enable students to use the Internet and other research initiatives to gain a background context for the project. The staff team held a seminar session to explain the brief, the expectations of the project, its learning outcomes and the process of documentation of key skills in the accompanying log. 

On arrival in Madrid, students made an orientation visit to the site collecting as much information and background research as they were able. This was a team project and tasks were organised either collaboratively or as individuals. They produced a SWOT/ASEB grid analysis. (Beeho and Prentice, 1995) Essentially this gives an overview of the site in terms of its Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats set against other important criteria, namely its leisure activities, its setting, (that is where the activity takes place) experiences offered for visitors and benefits (what people gain from the visit). It is based on the conventional SWOT analysis and the Manning-Haas Demand Hierarchy (Manning 1986) and used effectively as a management tool. This one-page document framed the decision making of the interpretive plan.

After completing the SWOT/ASEB grid analysis, students developed an interpretive plan based on a prescribed analytical framework. This includes a consideration of user groups, existing interpretive provision, access, cultural issues and language provision. During this development process students recorded their achievements against key skills in a pre-prepared log. The log was developed by the staff team and given to the students in the briefing pack. (Example can be seen at the end of the paper).

On the return to Manchester students would complete both log and interpretive plan and present this information via a report and seminar presentation to the rest of the student group and the University Key Skills team.


Evaluation Criteria
Although not an assessed project the development team felt it was crucial to build in evaluation criteria so that students would see that this was indeed a serious project, Criteria were presented as follows:

·	Effective verbal presentation of a coherent and structured interpretive plan in the form of a set of proposals/recommendations;
·	Analysis of team processes and team performances including personal contribution to collaborative activities;
·	Reflection on the project in terms of personal learning and development (recorded in the log);
·	Reflection on the development of these and other key skills for career choices (recorded in the log).

Project Outcomes
Student Presentations 
The University Key Skills Team were invited to the presentations. Students made a formal presentation via PowerPoint and were most supportive of each other. The Madrid evaluative plan was innovative and it was clear that students had really got to grips with the needs of the project. The Manchester plan was innovative but less workable. It was interesting to see students share in presenting aspects of the project enabling all to gain confidence in presentation skills. Little attempt was made at peer evaluation by either group and there was a clear reluctance to engage in this aspect. This may well have been because the project was informal and non-assessed and also of short duration. Everybody had to pull their weight on the day.

Key Skills Log
Most students made excellent use of their log and recorded information appropriately. (example at the end of this paper) All felt they had gained from the exercise and could more clearly articulate and recognise their own key skills.

Example of student commentaries include:

	Working with Others;

‘Contributing to agreement and setting time for tasks, to discussion and negotiation. Helping to establish strengths, interests and resources. Dealing with people, with different perspectives, understanding and attitudes. Forming sub-groups.
Walking through the historic quarter, discussing, allocating roles, negotiating, sharing skills.’

Communication;
‘Group meetings, Brainstorming, Prioritising tasks, planning route.
Filtering, refining ideas, ensuring everyone aired ideas and permitted constructive criticism.’

Managing Own Learning;
‘Exercised personal initiatives, liaised with key individuals. Time management.’

Problem Solving;
‘Brainstorming and evaluation, understanding constraints, making decisions in informal location, identifying problems, finding solutions.’

	Information Technology;

‘Web based research, digital camera/manipulation on computer, using Internet for booking flights/accommodation.’

Numeracy
‘Evaluating costs, currency conversion, predicting information charge.’

The Student Experience
It was clear that the Madrid group had gained the most from the project as it enhanced their European visit by focusing on a student related project. They were able to fully articulate team roles and responsibilities. They outlined the management of the project, its research and development. They had few team conflicts and thoroughly enjoyed the participation and the process. The Manchester group were less positive. Some had anticipated a work free period when their fellow students were in Madrid and saw this project as an erosion into their ‘free’ time. Also there were no staff linked with the home project which was student-led. They, therefore, did not benefit from brainstorming ideas with staff. They did, however, in spite of a slow start, make a good attempt at completing the project following our detailed guidelines, but the resulting report and interpretive plan was not as robust as the Madrid group.

Implications for Curriculum Design
Staff felt that the project had been extremely effective and appropriate. A decision was made to introduce the key skills log much earlier in the taught programme for future delivery, in fact during the management module in semester 1. In this way students will be able to plot not only new skills drawn from across the whole of the taught programme but also from their professional work placement.

Future Developments 
We have successfully bid for additional funding to further develop the log and to formalise peer evaluation in group projects in the Management module. We will initiate formal collaboration with external agencies such as CHNTO to establish a wider range of appropriate skills training that is sector specific and may well be delivered as additional workshops for continuing and professional development.

Conclusions
This has been a particularly interesting project and indeed successful in real terms. The objectives were fulfilled and both staff and students felt they had an increased awareness of professional key skills development. The more structured monitoring of skills in the early stages of the taught programme during the new academic year should be particularly beneficial. Students will from the early weeks of each programme be fully immersed in the concept of key skills for the cultural heritage workplace and for their own professional development. 
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Example of Key Skills Log

PROFESSIONAL KEY SKILLS LOG

NAME:						DATE :



CENTRE FOR HERITAGE STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD


KEY SKILLS PROJECT
March 2003

INTERPRETIVE PLANNING IN THE TOURIST/HISTORIC CITY

This Proforma will enable you to record, highlight, audit, and show evidence of the key skills you have undertaken during the interpretive planning project. Its focus is to provide an awareness of key skills with a chance to reflect on and document your personal skills literacy.

This is your personal audit. Document in each box of the proforma examples of skills you have used during the project.

PROJECT FACILITATORS : Dr Pat Sterry and Debra Leighton

WORKING WITH OTHERS



COMMUNICATION



MANAGING OWN LEARNING



PROBLEM SOLVING



INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY



NUMERACY






A REFLECTION ON PERSONAL PERFORMANCE, LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PROJECT



A REFLECTION ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE NEW SKILLS AND OTHERS FROM YOUR PROGRAMME AS AN AID TO CAREER CHOICES



ANYTHING ELSE TO ADD?



FURTHER INFORMATION

You will want to reflect on each of the boxes in terms of your own personal development. The following are intended to aid that reflection. They may or may not be appropriate in your personal audit.

Working with Others : 
	Dealing with people
	Learning how groups work
Collaborative learning ability
Contributing to group time management
Contributing to group activity
Sharing skills
Communication
	Taking part in group meetings
	Taking part in group presentation of findings
	Discussing priorities and setting objectives
Managing own Learning :
	The exercise of initiative and personal responsibility
	Independent learning ability
	Working to deadlines
	Setting targets and planning
	Monitoring progress
Problem Solving :
	Defining problems, devising solutions
	Decision making in complex and unpredictable situations
	Solving internal group problems
	Evaluate methods
Information Technology
	Use of digital photography
	Background research eg using the internet
Numeracy
	Guesstimate of visitor numbers
	Collect and record data
	Interpreting data

P.Sterry / D.Leighton March 2003


